BAM Xmas 2020
Date: 12/12 or 12/19; @ Adam to send a survey out
Duration: 2hrs + 1hrs MAX (Sean and those miscreants)
- 30 minutes in activities begin
Beer Sharing Gift program 2020
●
●
●

2 x bottles of winter warmers to be purchased
Pick from bottle share and rotate swappable any beers so you get someone else
Guess the beers:
- Covered label guessing

Guideless Tasting:
- Yes, team loves this
Pub Quiz
- Teams in breakout rooms?
- Who can figure out how to do breakout rooms?
●

3 x beers gift sampler
○ Club pays and a few 4ish volunteers to deliver based on Alameda, Oakland,
Berkeley, South of San Mateo Bridge
○ Talk to ledgers about a bulk purchase

Beers: options
●
●
●
●

Anchor Christmas
Delirium Noel
Fireside Chat 21st amendment
Mystery Beer - Old Stock Ale North Coast Brewing

Can we arrange group breakout rooms?
- Yes, Zoom does this
- Who can figure this out?
Nick will
Ugly Sweater?
- Award for ugliest
Secret Santa Bottle distribution
Shared commonality dish (food)
- Can we recommend a recipe everyone could create and then compare the product
officers@bayareamashers.org with the subject "2020 Holiday part food"

Beer Recipes
- BAM to share recipes of beers shared.

Bob’s follow-up ideas:

I've been thinking about how a really fun secret Santa game that we've played at
un-distanced parties might work online and struck out. Every option was too
hard/awkward.
As an alternative, how about door prizes? Tickets in beer flight
● draw a name every 15 minutes; 8-10 items total (might keep people engaged)
● some might be gag prizes, others could be something nice like a bag of
Admiral Malt
● we dedicate some club funds for this

Another idea could be a "flea market/auction." If any members have any nice, but
unused equipment that they'd be willing to donate (I know that I do) they'd be offered to
the group.
● like the door prizes, these would be spread out throughout the period of the
party
● there would be pictures/descriptions of the items
● bidding on each item would involve a $10 entry fee that would be a donation to
Uncommon Law
○ if there's only one bidder for an item, they win it
○ if there are multiple bidders, the winner could be decided by a goofy
trivia question or something
○ ...perhaps, if there are no bidders, the donor is fined $10 for trying to
scam a free bulky item pickup...
● pickup of the item would be the responsibility of the winning bidder

